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In January 2019, Ken Michlitsch, AIP Alternative
Lending Group Portfolio Manager, interviewed
Upstart CEO David Girouard about the
increasingly important role machine learning
plays in the consumer lending process.
Background
While machine learning has been embraced by diverse
industries, from online shopping to autonomous cars, finance
has been a relatively slow adopter. Commensurate with the rise
of consumer alternative lending that has begun to change—to
the benefit of consumer borrowers.
Consumer alternative lending encompasses online platforms that
use a marketplace model to bring together consumer borrowers
and lenders. These platforms view the consumer underwriting
process through a different lens than traditional consumer lenders
do. While traditional lenders commonly focus on a narrow set
of borrower attributes, such as income and employment status,
alongside a credit score (a backward-looking risk assessment
metric), alternative lending platforms may use a much broader
dataset to predict a borrower’s ability and willingness to repay a
loan. This alternative data might include educational background,
occupation, housing costs, bank account transaction details and/
or estimated free cash flow. This fuller picture of the borrower
in some circumstances can mean consumer access to credit not
otherwise available at comparable rates.
Indeed, on December 3, 2019, five federal financial regulatory
agencies issued a joint statement on the “benefits that using
alternative data may provide to consumers, such as expanding
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access to credit and enabling consumers
to obtain additional products and more
favorable pricing and terms.”1
Underpinning this model is data: access
to lots of data with the ability to analyze
it quickly and competently. Machine
learning facilitates real-time processing
of huge volumes of data about loans with
the goal of ever improving, ever-“smarter”
models that make sense of it all. In short,
the rise of alternative lending has been
driven by the same boom in data that
we’ve seen disrupt industry after industry.
What prompted your decision to
launch Upstart?
The traditional lending model hasn’t
changed in many decades. Banks
continue to use the same backwardlooking metrics and models that they’ve
used for years, making credit available
to the same types of borrowers at the
same terms. That works well for some
borrowers, but not all. We realized the
types of technologies we were building
at Google could make a positive impact
on how credit is accessed by more types
of borrowers. The tools we were working
on could provide a more predictive model
that could understand who an applicant
is, his propensity to pay something back
and his capacity to pay it back. In short,
we saw the opportunity to dramatically
improve access to credit for people. Far
more people in this country are judged as
“risky” than actually are.
What type of borrower stands
to benefit from the alternative
lending model?
Younger borrowers come to mind. We
think of ideal candidates as “future
prime” borrowers: they don’t have
blemished credit, but they don’t have a lot
of history either. They are transforming
themselves from being net debtors, often
because of student loans or medical
bills, to being wealth creators. Machine
learning helps us see the trajectory of
their incomes.
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Can you compare and contrast
alternative lending underwriting
with traditional bank underwriting?
Traditional models tend to be FICOcentric and rules-based. For example, a
borrower must be above a certain FICO
score and can’t have had any bankruptcies
within a certain number of years in order
to qualify for a loan. The rate a bank
assigns to a borrower who meets those
criteria depends on the perceived creditworthiness assigned by their model.
A borrower who falls short on any of
these measures is simply denied credit.
Traditional lenders have come to use a
larger number of variables, relying on linear
regressions to inform their views on which
variables matter most, but their models
have remained fairly static over time.
Alternative lenders analyze thousands
of variables, including borrower
bank account transactions, monthly
repayments, prepayments, delinquencies,
and their models looks for patterns in
the way those variables interact. Much
more quickly than a human being ever
could, machine learning enables models
to “learn” from data as soon as it’s
introduced, becoming better and better
able to make predictions about likelihood
of defaults. In other words, over time
models can predict that if ten specific
things are true, an eleventh is likely
also true. For example, knowing where
someone went to school, what he studied,
what his tax burden is, where he works,
and what his monthly bank transactions
are allows a model to extrapolate other
things that increase a lender’s confidence
about that person’s willingness and ability
to repay a loan in the future.
How does machine learning impact
other parts of the alternative
lending process?
Machine learning has a role to play at
every stage of the process: this includes
customer acquisition, credit scoring, loan
servicing and the mechanism through
which loans are repaid.

With customer acquisition, the challenge
is identifying the right borrowers,
people who need a loan and are likely to
qualify for one. Lenders target potential
borrowers digitally, but somewhat
surprisingly also achieve good results
through direct mail campaigns.
Machine learning facilitates a degree of
automation in the application process
as well, reducing the amount of human
oversight and time required to process a
loan. For example, if an applicant provides
access to his bank account, a lender can
immediately verify his education, income
and current employer without requiring
documentation for each of those three
things. This means less paperwork for
the applicant to gather, fewer documents
for the lender to review and quicker
turnaround time for both parties. Over
time, this can translate into lower costs
being passed through to the consumer.
Loan servicing can also be done in an
automated way. Alternative lenders
generally use an automated clearinghouse
to pull payments directly from a
borrower’s bank account; no bill is sent
and no paperwork is filled out on
a monthly basis.
Do you think there are broader
applications for machine learning in
the lending space?
In a decade we believe that most types
of lending around the world will rely on
machine learning as opposed to traditional
models because the difference in economics
is so dramatic. We have fairly reliable data
that shows for a given set of borrowers in
certain FICO ranges our loss rates are less
than half of what we see in our industry.
That is enormous difference, and it’s not
random. It’s a fundamentally different
system, one that is transferable to small
business, real estate and auto lending.

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/federal-regulators-issue-joint-statement-use-alternative-data-credit-underwriting/
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DEFINITIONS: FICO Score: A credit score first created by a company called
FAIR ISAAC CO., which later changed its name to FICO, that attempts to
predict a consumer’s credit worthiness. Prime: A prime borrower is considered
to have below-average credit risk.
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